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64 THE ALDI NE. 

THE' KNIGHTLY MIRROR. 

His gallant steed is standing near, 

Caparisoned and gay, 
For soon the knight will ride afar 

From Lady Blanche away. 

The glittering armor of the time 

Is girt about his form ; . 

But underneath the chilling steel, 
A true heart pulses warm. 

The Lady Blanche is fair and lithe, 
In softest silk arrayed ; 

While floating folds of golden hair 
Make warmth about the maid. 

Diviner meed she seems to him 
Than guerdon best of fame ; 

And poems written o'er his face 

The sweet belief proclaim. 

He marks her blue eyes' rhythmic gleam, 
As hand grows warm in hand, 

And thrills to see her mantling cheek ; 
He does not understand 

That 'tis another flame than love's, 
The Lady Blanche inspires, 

To wear the blushing counterfeit 
Of love's ennobling fires ? 

That while he bends before her, mute, 
His polished steel returns 

A flattering image of the form 
x For which his bosom burns ; 

And that herself reflected there, 
Fills all the maiden's breast, 

Nor leaves one rift of tender space 
For Love to build his nest! 

Yet not alone in olden days 
Of glazen shields and casques, 

Has vanity assumed the light 
Of love, in which it basks. 

'Tis sorry truth?too often true ? 

The mirror in the breast, 
That bravest lovers boldly show, 

Their faith to manifest, 

Reveals to maids like Lady Blanche 
The only charms they prize, 

And kindles to illusive glow, 
Breast, finger-tips, and eyes! 

Ah, self-admiring beauty yet 
Demands its burnished glass ; 

And noblest knights most often wear 
A crystal-bright cuirass !v t?Mary B. Dodge. 

ART IN BOSTON?IL 

There have been a number of exhibitions in Bos 
ton during the season, some closing with a sale, and 
others not. As a general thing, they have not aver 

aged very well, though there have been individual 

pictures of much merit, and in one collection at least 
the good subjects were in a respectable majority. 

This was the sale composed of works by William M. 
Hunt and his coterie. And by this word I do not 
mean those who paint as Mr. Hunt does, but those 
who believe in him from an inherent view of nature 
and nature's reproduction similar to his own, which 
realizes something beyond and above copying, but 
which nevertheless revolves about the same orbit of 
art culture and insight. Not one of the four associ 
ated with Mr. Hunt, paints as he does, in scarcely a 

single particular; and yet the works of the whole har 
monize wonderfully in conception and object, while 

traversing the entire scale in tone and expression. In 

general, Mr. Hunt sounds the deep tones ; Frank 
Hill Smith the high, clear ones ; and the other three 
the intermediate ones; though Mr. Smith now and 
then gives us a picture full of a richness and depth 
only lent by a voice giving utterance to nature's song 
in a strong tenor. S. S. Tuckerman perhaps divides 
with Mr. Smith oftener than the others, the expres 
sion, by clear, ringing notes. Mr. Hunt's method is 

simple; his execution studied beforehand; conse 

quently his effects are natural and generally pleasing. 
Dilettanti, superficial - observers of the fine arts, call 
him careless, and yet there is probably no more care 

ful artist in Boston, in his way. 
* He is a radical, and 

radicals are seldom understood or appreciated. Less 

than a fortnight ago I was told that he had done more 
harm than any other artist in Boston. I hold, on the 

contrary, tho?gh I frankly say I do not always like 
Mr. Hunt's pictures, that I think he has done more 

good than any other artist, because he has broken 
barriers of prejudice and custom and mannerism, and 
led artists and patrons of art to think. It is thought 
we want; growth follows thought. Then we have 

something tangible. Thomas Robinson and Marcus 
Waterman are the other two composing this coterie of 
five. Mr. Robinson represents the breadth of art, 
though not always its refinement. He sometimes 
sacrifices drawing, to secure a massiveness that he 

makes very impressive. His color is never lively, 
though strong and fujl^?f expression. His sunlight 
is generally of theOctober sort, and seems always at 
home lying lazily on. the hillsides that he studies to 

good advantage, oftenest, maybe, in. Rhode Island. 
Mr. Waterman's studies are often in the same local 

ities, and are generally a trifle warmer in tint and j 
fuller in color. Mr. Smith is best known for his in 
tense Venetian studies of tone, the sober grays and 
browns of Brittany, and the sombre richness of color 
manifested in studies of interiors where light and 
shade are massed rather than dallied with. These 

men are a power in Boston art circles, and are grow 

ing more and more in favor constantly. They are 
the most unassuming and unpretending of men ; but 
as artists, their assumption and egotism are most au 

dacious and strong, as indeed they should be in this 
age in which nothing is considered of much worth 
unless pronounced and aggressive. The exhibition 

by these artists culminated in a sale about the middle 
of December, which has been the only successful one 
of the season. 

An exhibition by Boston artists opened about the 
time this closed, and remained open till Christmas. 
It was very democratic, and consequently the result 

may be imagined. There-were a score or more of 

good pictures, which it would require too much space 
to enumerate; but the remaining fourscore were mis 
cellaneous. No test was applied, except the ability 
to contribute a small entrance fee to pay expenses ; 
and as a consequence, pictures were hung by artists 
who probably never before had the entrk of a reput 
able gallery. Some of our average artists were also 
not represented creditably to themselves. 

Knowledge is the true touchstone of success in art. 
Yet how many ignore the fact, and follow their incli 
nation blindly and trust to inspiration ! An amusing 
example of this sort has recently transpired here. , An 
artist who has something of a local reputation, but 
whose valor in attempting subjects about which he 
has little knowledge is only equaled by the famous 
bull that came to grief through attacking the locomo 
tive, has been exhibiting a picture that has put. the 
whole art community on a broad grin. He thinks 
American landscape painting will be futile till the 

religious or allegorical shall lend an aim and a dis 
tinct purpose not now possessed by it. A few years 
ago he painted, among other' similar trashy subjects, 
one picture which he called "Over the River," de 

signed to represent the land to which we are all jour 
neying. The foreground was very natural, as it should 

be; but so was the river, and so were the hills and 

valleys appearing beyond in strong sunlight?but sun 

light very earthlike, and not rendered more heavenly 
by a building looking something like a mosque. I 
think the artist never forgave me for suggesting that 
he call it "An Asiatic Landscape," "A View near 

Constantinople," or something of that sort, when its 
success would be pretty nigh assured. His latest 

attempt has been to illustrate "Kit Carson's Ride," 
as told by Joaquin Miller. The hero (?) of the poem, 
and the heroine as well (it always struck me that the 
Indian woman was both hero and heroine, however), 
are represented entirely naked, sitting on their horses, 
while in the distance appears the smoke and light of 
a pretty little bonfire. I speak of this picture, and 
tell this story, to illustrate a principle that shguld un 
derlie all art effort,?that of thorough knowledge. 
Last spring, when this picture was on the easel, he 

asked me to look at it. The foreground was flat and 

uninteresting, and I asked him why he did not break 
it up and introduce variety, and give it a sweep of 
grass that would be effective. His grass was less than 
a foot in height. He said he desired to keep as near 
to the truth as possible, and asked if it would do to 
break up the foreground. 

'' 
Why," said I, 

'' did you 
ever see a level prairie ?" His reply was, ''1 never 

saw a prairie." The idea of a man who had never 

seen a prairie attempting to paint that grandest, most 
wonderful and most terrific thing in nature outside the 
domain of Neptune 

? a prairie on fire ! I told him 
I had spent a good many years in the West, and a 
level prairie west of Indiana was a novelty. But this 

was not all. The artist was fearful of offending peo 
ple's modesty by showing two nude figures in a glare 
of light, and proposed to partially hide the woman at 
least by a sweeping cloud of smoke, and by putting a 

pair of leggings on her ! And at that moment I dis 
covered a pair hanging over a chair at the other side 
of the room. "You are not painting those ?" I said. 
"Those are not the kind the Indians wear." "I 
know it," he said. "Those are the ones I wore in 
the Swiss Alps; but I thought I could get an idea 
from them !" Is it a wonder that art has ks limita 
tions, and that they are often very narrow indeed,_ 
when such examples as this are of frequent occur 
rence? Imagine what a mighty picture a thorough 
artist could make of this subject! But he would not 
hide the figures in smoke. How they would gleam 
and start out from the canvas! And how the im 

mensity of the prairie, and the grandeur of its struggle 
with the devouring element, would be represented ! 
But the artist must have first seen a prairie on fire, and 
have been familiar enough with Indians to know their 
color, and to know the difference between their leg 
gings and those of Alpine tourists. If we can not have 
a Dor6, *let us have a Ruskin. 

A fine thing in sculpture has just been issued by 
Doll & Richards, being a reproduction in. statuette 
size of Daniel C. French's " 

Minute-Man," placed in 

position at Concord last April. It is one of the strong 
est, most spirited pieces of work ever made by so 

young an artist Mr. French is at present studying 
with Thomas Ball in Italy. 

J. D. Perry, who should have had the commission 
for the Sumner memorial, according to the merits of 
the models exhibited, has been busy for some weeks 
on one of the figures for the base of the Plymouth 
Monument. It is the figure of Morality, and of course 

presents rather a vague idea to give in stone. But Mr. 

Perry is producing an impressive figure, though it is 

yet far from completed. He will send it to the Cen 
tennial. Among the portrait busts lately done by him 
is one of Andrew T. Hall, the well-known banker of 
this city, lately deceased, and father of Mrs. Munroe, 
wife of the Paris banker. His work is marked by 
much strength as well as by extreme delicacy of con 

ception and nicety of touch. ? 
Jarl Marmor. 

MR. OAKEY HALL, AND "CRUCIBLE.' 

A performance commenced at the New York Park 
Theatre at near the close of December, and ended 
three weeks later, necessarily exciting much comment 
at its commencement, during its continuance, and at 

its conclusion, principally on account of the personal 
ity of one of the leading characters, reputed to have 
abandoned a leading position at the bar on account of 
his health, but well known to have long entertained 
such an affection for the stage and for dramatic lite 
rature, as to make this special change in profession 
less remarkable than it would. otherwise have been. 

Appearing so suddenly, and disappearing with cor 

responding suddenness, the inevitable amount of com 

ment has been doubled by the double event; and 
there are no small number of the public ready to be 
lieve that his brief campaign as a professional actor 
has been the most stupendous joke of a life very full 
of wit and merriment. That he was upon the stage 
for that limited period, enduring the draughts from 
the flies and subject to the tyranny of the call-boy, 

many of us know from personal observation ; that he 
has left the stage and gone back to his old profession, 
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